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Autism treatment is kept on being studied and developed
from time to time. Autism is considered as a type of
schizophrenia in 1976 [7]. During that period, the treatments
that were being used are chelation treatment [8],
electroconvulsive therapy [9], and electro-shocking [10].
Nowadays, therapy is one of the famous treatment for
autistic person. Common therapy that currently being applied
is the Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) [11] where rewards
are given to the autistic person when he or she displays the
required behavior as a complimentary for them and for
encouragement to continue doing the correct behavior.

Abstract— This paper presents the development process of
Human-Robot Interaction System (HRIS) based on movement
imitation using autonomous programmable Humanoid Robot
NAO and Microsoft Kinect Motion Sensor. This interactive
platform enables autistic children and Humanoid Robot NAO
to imitate each other in real time aided by Microsoft Kinect
Sensor for skeletal tracking movement. Then, all the required
information is uploaded to online server for therapists’
evaluation. Pilot test has been performed to evaluate the
performance of HRIS in imitation therapy session. The session
has been tested with normal healthy children where they
imitate Humanoid Robot NAO movement with reference to
several different upper body posture.
Keywords—Humanoid robot, motion sensor,
tracking, imitation therapy, upper body posture

Parallel with technology trend nowadays, implementation
of current technology into autism intervention is being
studied [12]. This can be explained through the nature of
technology itself, as autistic children can be easily attracted
to technology devices [13]. Current studies show that
implementation of video interaction in social skills teaching
[14] has been proposed and iPad are also being used in
education of autistic child [15]. Implementation of robots in
autism therapy has been recognized as utilization of robotic
technologies in medical mediation is not a new thing.
Research shows that anthropoid robot named Paro has been
used in dementia treatment [16]. Thus, Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI) that enables humanoid robot to interact
with autistic children and imitation of human posture and
body languages by the robot is a possible intervention for
current research. Nowadays, there have been increasing
interest in using humanoid robot for autism intervention [1719].

skeletal

I. INTRODUCTION
Autism is a of neurodevelopmental disorder that
influences individual behavior in daily basis. Autism can be
placed into three main behavior categories of social
interaction, verbal and non-verbal communication
impairment, and also restrictive and repetitive behavior [1].
However, it does not mean that an individual must have all
of the three characteristics to be diagnosed with autism as
this neurodevelopmental disorder is a collective range of
disorders. Along these lines, any type of disorder which has
the same qualities as the three categories can likewise be
classified as autism, for example, Asperger syndrome.
Statistic shows that the number of individuals with autism
are increasing [2-4]. Therefore, studies are currently
conducted by researchers and therapists to develop the most
suitable approach to assist individuals with autism. These
actions are very important to ensure the autistic person can
have a normal independent life without frequent continuous
supervision. Based on current research and studies, it is
recommended to intervene when this type of disorder occurs
from childhood period [5] as it has been proved that kid is
more inclined in learning and absorbing information
compared to adults [6].
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Fig. 1. Humanoid Robot NAO Specifications [20]
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Referring to Figure 1 above, humanoid robot NAO which
is one of the most popular humanoid robot nowadays, made
from multiple sensors in his head, hands, feet and sonars, 25
motors that controls 25 degrees of freedom, 4 directional
microphones and loudspeakers, 2 cameras, 2 different
connection modes of WIFI and Ethernet and operated by
Naoqi OS and Choregraphe software. It is designed to be
personalized in terms of capabilities, contents, personality
enrichment, and new skills.

Kinect sensor for skeletal tracking [34]. A motor learning
and training method based on imitation and speech
instruction which enables autistic children and humanoid
robot NAO to imitate each other has been tested [35]. In this
method, children are asked by the robot to imitate its action.
Children’s skeleton tracking data is captured using Kinect
Sensor to evaluate the action’s accuracy and consistency
between human and robot. Mimicking and analyzing human
motion method in real time will be developed to provoke and
increase the children’s imitation skills with the help of
humanoid robot [36]. For the purpose of implementing and
improve the learning imitation skills for autism intervention,
a novel closed-loop autonomous robotic framework has been
studied [37].

NAO has been utilized by researchers for better
understanding in walking algorithm [21, 22] and
intercommunication between multiple humanoid robots [23].
NAO also has been used to initiate the interactions and
communications towards the autistic children [24].

Therefore, in this paper, Human-Robot Interaction
System (HRIS) which utilized Humanoid Robot NAO and
Microsoft Kinect Sensor is proposed. Humanoid Robot NAO
is able to imitate and being imitated by autistic children
movement in real time aided by Microsoft Kinect Sensor for
skeletal tracking movement. Then, all the required
information can be uploaded to online server for therapists’
evaluation.

Humanoid Robot NAO and Kinect Sensor have been
used for iconic gestures which consist of speech and gesture
integration for robotic communicator towards human [25,
26]. Recent studies show that hand gestures improve user
perceptions of robots in terms of likability, competence, and
future contact intentions [27-29].
Microsoft Kinect Sensor is a tool or additional module
for Microsoft Xbox which functions to track human body
joints for video games. This sensor is able to track 3-D
movement using its depth, RGB, and infrared sensor which
detect the coordinate of 20 main body joints at 30Hz. It can
recognize user’s movement and voice commands aids by
inbuilt RGB camera, infrared camera and microphone which
shown in Figure 2. There are infrared projector and sensor
function to capture depth images, RGB camera helps in
capturing color images, multi-array microphone used to
record audio as well as locating the location of sound source
and direction of audio wave, and motorized tilt that tilts the
sensor head up and down.

II. METHODOLOGY
This project has been carried out at the Centre for
Humanoid Robots & Bio-sensing, Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, Universiti Teknologi MARA, 40450 Selangor,
Malaysia. This has been tested with NAO robot V5 with
Matlab software version R2015a.
A. System Inplementation
A situation is created for autistic children to
communicate and interact with humanoid robot NAO
assisted by Microsoft Kinect Sensor. Pilot experiment has
been conducted to calculate the angle of certain body joints
in real time aided by customized Matlab functions. Data is
compared with ViCON motion analysis system as the point
angle references [38].

Fig. 2. Microsoft Kinect Sensor

Humanoid robot nowadays is able to represent actual
person by doing human job. However, it is still hard for a
humanoid robot to copy or imitate a human being since it
need to see and analyze a person action in real time to imitate
it. The problem can be solved by integrating 3D sensor like
Microsoft Kinect Sensor which make it possible to precisely
track a person behavior in real time. Recent study describes
the complete forward kinematics equations and closed form
inverse kinematics equations of NAO robot [30]. NAO arm
has been mapped to Kinect data from actual human
purposely for imitation [31, 32]. Three different method used
for NAO robot to imitate human upper body motion which
are direct angle mapping method, inverse kinematics using
iterative Jacobian, and inverse kinematics using fuzzy logic
[33]. An interactive platform where NAO humanoid robot
provides coaching towards children with autism has been
developed. The framework consists of NAO humanoid robot
imitates upper limb movement of autistic child aided by

Fig. 3. Overall System Implementation

Referring to Figure 3, the system is composed of a NAO
robot and Microsoft Kinect Sensor which connected
wirelessly to router that is accessible through online server,
with the Kinect sensor connected to a laptop computer.
Within this created situation, the child can imitate robot’s
action and reversely the robot is able to imitate the child’s
action aided by Kinect sensor in real time. All information is
then stored in server database for patient monitoring progress
and evaluation.
Figure 4 shows the conceptual framework of this project
development. Program starts and a graphical user interface
(GUI) appears. Then, a connection is established to
Humanoid NAO Robot through HTTP request. If connection
is successful, NAO module selection interface appears
indicating that the robot is ready to be operated. User needs
36
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to choose a module for the operational task. Then, NAO will
perform the selected scenario assisted by Microsoft Kinect
Sensor for movement calculation. After that, when the
operational module has ended, a GUI based evaluation form
needed to be filled by parent or user to evaluate the therapy
session that has been done. Evaluation form is based on a
recent study that has been conducted [39]. Then, the
evaluation data are uploaded to online server database along
with MATLAB data for therapists’ evaluation and
monitoring purpose.

Figure 5 shows some scripting for interfacing Humanoid
robot NAO with web application. The script hosted on server
requires the inclusion of Qimessaging which is facilitated on
the robot. The bindings provide only one class of QiSession
which interfaces with robot NAO and acquires proxies to
services. The connection requires the hostname or IP address
of the robot.
C. Human’s Motion Sensing and Recognition
Microsoft Kinect Sensor is used to record skeletal
tracking data of autistic children and it is attached on tripod
stand as shown in Figure 6. The device is positioned in front
of the child for skeletal tracking while humanoid robot NAO
is standing near the tripod stand. The device was connected
to a USB port of laptop running Windows 7 64 bit. Data
from Kinect Sensor was extracted to MATLAB software
using Image Acquisition Toolbox for Kinect Sensor and
Kinect for Windows SDK.

Fig. 4. Conceptual Framework

Fig. 6. Experimental Setup

MATLAB code was customized and programmed to
recognize skeletal movement of 20 main body joints
coordinates as shown in Figure 7. In this experiment, only
five body joints are tracked and recorded with Kinect Sensor.
Five body joints are right elbow, right shoulder, spine, left
shoulder, and left elbow. These coordinate of body joints are
compulsory to measure the required angle used in this
experiment.

B. Interfacing NAO with Local Server
Humanoid robot NAO is connected to a router and
accessible through online server. The server stores all the
JavaScript files which are required to control the behavior of
NAO robot using QiMessaging method. QiMessaging is
another NAO architecture, permitting the use of NAOqi
APIs with a simpler and easier code structure [40]. NAOqi is
the name of the primary software which runs on the robot
and controls it. In this project, Qimessaging enables
JavaSript bindings to use Qimessaging modules in a web
program which permits the HTML5 web application for
NAO robot [41].

Fig. 5. JavaScript Bindings
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1.

The motions are simple enough for autistic children
to imitate

2.

The motions can be accurately captured by Kinect
sensor

Fig. 9. Humanoid Robot NAO posture

Based on these criteria, NAO robot is programmed to
make these poses as illustrated in Figure 9, then the
corresponding actions are imitated by autistic children as the
skeletal data is captured by Kinect sensor to match those
posture. The first picture indicates ‘Standing Pose’, second
picture shows ‘Fathoms Hands Down Pose’, third picture
illustrates ‘Fathoms Hands Pose’, fourth picture shows
‘Fathoms Hands Up Pose’ and the last picture shows ‘Hands
Up Pose’.

Fig. 7. 20 main body joints [42]

A customized function [38] was added to calculate the
angle of required joints for NAO Imitation Module. The
calculations are based on the pixel coordinates of the body
joints as shown in Figure 8.

E. NAO Imitation Module
Figure 10 shows the process and steps for a child to
imitate NAO robot. First, NAO will make a pose or posture
and instruct the child to imitate the movement. After that
Kinect sensor will acquire the required child’s angle data for
a short time period. If the angle data is in the range of
requirement which indicating the child success in imitating
the pose, a praise reward is given such for the successful
imitation. Then, NAO returns to standing position.

Fig. 8. Pixel coordinates of body joints

Each coordinate of body joints is in a three dimensional
coordinate which the origin is the Kinect Sensor. Y-axis
indicates the upright and downright position of the
coordinates, X-axis refers to the left and right position of the
body joints, while Z-axis shows the joints position straight
from the Kinect Sensor. X-coordinates and Y-coordinates are
used in measuring the required body joint angles while Zcoordinates are used to identify the distance of child from the
Kinect Sensor. The distance measurement is important to
make sure the patient is in the right position in front of
Kinect Sensor. Angle measurement only will be triggered
when the patient is in the required range of distance. The
calculated angles are then used to compare the similarity of
motion between the child and NAO robot.
Fig. 10. Child Imitates Robot Flowchart

D. Behavior of NAO robot
NAO robot behavior is controlled through local server
assisted by Kinect Sensor. A series of motions and postures
are chosen as NAO Imitation Module. The module is
developed based on these 2 criteria: 38
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11:56:18

Table I shows the child imitates robot module results
stored in online database for therapists’ evaluation. The
column “ID” is for the unique id of the patient, “TimeStamp”
is for the time and date of the data being uploaded, “P1” is
for the number of trials for “Standing Pose”, “P2” is for the
“Fathoms Hands Down Pose”, “P3” is for the “Fathoms
Hands Pose”, “P4” is for the “Fathoms Hands Up Pose”, and
lastly “P5” column is for “Hands Up Pose”. The marks given
are based on the number of trial they achieve for the correct
pose as demonstrated by humanoid robot NAO. If the patient
fail to imitate the pose within three trial, result ‘0’ will be
given. If the patient succeeded in the third trial, ‘1’ will be
given for the result, “2” will be given if the imitation is
correct on the second trial and lastly, “3” will be given if the
imitation is correct on the first trial. Duration of each trial is
set to five seconds after each pose instruction was given.
TABLE II
RIGHT SHOULDER JOINT ANGLES

Subject
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5

Fig. 11. Robot Imitates Child Flowchart

Figure 11 shows the process and steps for NAO to
imitates child’s simple action. First, NAO in standing
position. Then, the robot requests the child to do a pose.
Then, the child will do a simple pose in 5 seconds period.
After that, Kinect Sensor capture the required angle’s data. If
the data is in the range of requirement which indicating
possible action for NAO to imitate, the robot will make that
pose with reference to the captured angle and says “I
completed the task” and return to standing position. If the
motion is impossible for the robot to imitate, NAO will stand
still and say “I am sorry, I can’t do that pose” and request the
child to do another pose.

Subject
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Pose 1
52
51
50
49
51

Left Shoulder Joint Angles
Pose 2 Pose 3
Pose 4
70
100
190
68
98
186
68
97
184
72
103
187
73
94
190

Pose 5
220
219
230
222
218

An experiment is conducted to test Child Imitates Robot
Module. With reference to previous experiment [38], five
healthy children volunteered for this project. They were
asked to imitate NAO robot’s action for five different poses.
Right shoulder and left shoulder joint angles for each of their
poses were calculated and recorded as shown in Table II and
Table III. ‘Pose 1’ indicates ‘Standing Pose’, ‘Pose 2’ shows
‘Fathoms Hands Down Pose’, ‘Pose 3’ illustrates ‘Fathoms
Hands Pose’, ‘Pose 4’ shows ‘Fathoms Hands Up Pose’ and
the last ‘Pose 5’ shows ‘Hands Up Pose’. For right shoulder
joint angles, joint angle for Pose 1 range from 48 to 53, Pose
2 range from 68 to 74, Pose 3 range from 94 to 102, Pose 4
range from 182 to 192, while Pose 5 range from 219 to 231.
For left shoulder joint angles, joint angle for Pose 1 range
from 49 to 52, Pose 2 range from 68 to 73, Pose 3 range from
94 to 103, Pose 4 range from 184 to 190, while Pose 5 range
from 218 to 230.

TABLE I
CHILD IMITATES ROBOT MODULE RESULT IN ONLINE DATABASE

Timestamp
2018-05-23
10:56:18
2018-05-23
11:10:47
2018-05-23
11:28:23
2018-05-23

Right Shoulder Joint Angles
Pose 2 Pose 3
Pose 4
Pose 5
74
100
182
231
70
102
186
219
68
99
190
220
69
94
192
225
70
95
186
222

TABLE III
LEFT SHOULDER JOINT ANGLES

This project paper focused on the development of
Human-Robot Interaction System (HRIS) using Humanoid
Robot NAO to imitate or being imitate by autistic children
with the help of Microsoft Kinect Sensor as children’s
motion sensing and recognition. This paper differs is a
continuation from previous work [43]. Previous work
focused on development of human-robot imitation program.
Current work focus on development of child imitates robot
and robot imitates child module. Results contribute to system
testing on subjects for child imitates robot module with all
the required information is uploaded to online database for
therapists’ evaluation as shown in Table I below.

ID
1

Pose 1
53
50
48
50
52
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in this research were healthy children. It is not confirmed
whether the angle readings or the graph pattern will be the
same if it is tested on the autistic children. It remains unclear
whether HRIS is good enough to measure the difference in
shoulder joint angle of autistic children. Results will be
depending on how well the children can perform the required
task during therapy session. Therefore, further studies must
be taken to consideration to study the relative comparison
between healthy and autistic children using HRIS to
differentiate the performance of HRIS for autism therapy
session.
Based on studies, there are a few indicators which
significantly affect the performance of HRIS. Accuracy of
angle reading measurement is different with reference to the
movement speed. Previous studies indicate that Microsoft
Kinect Sensor is able to track human motion with small error
in coordinate measurement depending on movement speed,
which is related to the speed of captured frames.

Fig. 13. Graph of right shoulder angle among tested subject for each
different pose

IV. CONCLUSION
Previous studies highlighted that imitation aided by
humanoid robot can improve the social skills of autistic
children. An interactive autism therapy session using
Humanoid Robot NAO and Microsoft Kinect Sensor based
on imitation movement is developed to improve the social
skills of autistic children. It has been tested with 5 normal
children and will be further studied and tested on children
with autism. Results indicate that HRIS successful in
conducting imitation session. Results gathered from the test
will be investigated and analyzed to examine the
performance and effectiveness of HRIS as autism therapy
session.

Fig. 14. Graph of left shoulder angle among tested subject for each
different pose

Referring to the graph pattern in Figure 13 and Figure 14,
angle distribution of each pose is concentrated for each
subject. It can be concluded that HRIS can track joint
coordinates consistently for human movement tracking
which in this experiment, five body joints coordinates are
used for right and left shoulder angle measurement.
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Based on angle result for each pose for five different
subjects in Table II, Table III, Figure 13 and Figure 14, a
range sets of angles are determined to identify and validate
each pose for results shown in Table I. Range sets of angles
for left and right shoulders for each pose is presented in
Table IV. Range sets of joint angles for Pose 1 range from 48
to 53, Pose 2 range from 68 to 74, Pose 3 range from 94 to
103, Pose 4 range from 182 to 192, while Pose 5 range from
219 to 231.
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